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The following information has boon submitted by the delegation of Poland in
accordance with the programme of work laid down in document TN.64/Me/5.

I. Existing beef policies

General characteristic

For many years cattle have been raised in Poland for milk production only,
beef production being almost entirely based on old cows withdrawn from milk
production.

Production of cattle for slaughter was introduced in 1953 but its real
development started in 1958 as the result of the implementation of a system of.
contracts for deliveries of cattle, signed between the State on one hand and the
farmers on the other. This system has proved to be profitable for the producers.

The orientation of cattle raising for milk and meat production at the same
time has led to a groat increase in the young cattle population and in the total
cattle population as well, which rose by 1.7 million head, i.e. by 21 per cent,
in the years 1958-1965.

To answer the questionnaire in a way required by the Group, the Polish reply
contains inter alia information on internal prices. In this respect, and referring
to the statements of the delegate of Poland at the preliminary stage of the
Kennedy Round of negotiations, the Polish delegation would like to reiteratethat:

- Poland does not consider the discussion on internal prices as feasible;

- the existing rate of exchange is used for accounting purposes only and its
application for conversion of domestic prices into foreign equivalents
would be meaningless.

Cattle and meat prices constitute a part of the whole system of internal
prices. Generally the role of prices with respect to production and consumption
policies, as .well as their relationship, are different in Poland, a country with
a centrally-planned economy from what they are in market economy countries.
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The increase in cattle population was reflected in the growth of the number
of head per 100 hectares of utilized land from 41,2 head in 1958 to 49.9 head in
1965. This figure is still relatively low and further development is to be
expected.

The increase in cattle population which took place in the years 1958-1965
resulted from an increase in young cattle and calves numbers. It should be
mentioned that the number of cattle for slaughter (mostly young cattle) during
this period of time rose by more than 250 thousand, i.e. by about 60 per cent.

Almost all cattle for slaughter in Poland is cattle of dairy breeds but in
recent years cross-brods have been introduced on a limited scale. Cross-breds
are produced from Charolais bulls and from cows of lowland black and white,
lowland red and white or Polish red breeds.

Animal production in Poland is mainly on privately owned farms; about
85 per cent of the total cattle population belongs to individual farmers.

(i) Support prices

Poland maintains a system of State purchases of livestock. Purchases are
made by the intermediary of rural co-operatives or specialized State enterprises.
For his deliveries of cattle the producer gets a fixed price, which varies
according to type and category of livestock and form of delivery. The prices
paid under contracts also vary seasonally. The price list which is given in
Annex 1 has not changed since 1960.

Almost all State purchases of young cattle for slaughter are carried out
under contracts. Contract prices are set so as to guarantee a profit to producers.
Cattle and calves are purchased by the State also at so-called market prices,
which are slightly lower than contract prices and by means of obligatory deliveries
at low prices.2 The share of obligatory deliveries in total State purchases of
cattle amounted recently to about 25 per cent.

1

The producer is free to choose whether he will fulfil the obligatory
delivery of meat in cattle or in other livestock, e.g. pigs, or even in crops.
Thus the notion of the obligatory delivery in cattle is a relative one, this form
of sale being the result of the decision taken by the farmer himself.

The equivalent of the difference between the value of cattle calculated at
so-called market prices and that received for the cattle sold under obligatory
deliveries is transferred by the Treasury to the Agriculture Development Fund
which distributes these amounts among the Farmers Circles (voluntary associations
of farmers) for investment purposes.
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(ii) Market prices for cattle

There is no free trade in cattle for slaughter in Poland. Private
transactions between farmers are limited to cattle or calves designated for
further rearing. The producer of animals has the right to keep for his own
disposal the meat obtained from slaughter under control.

(iii) Total producer's return

The weighted average price received for the cattle purchased by the State
has to be considered as the total producer's return. This return is expressed in
zlotys per kilogramme (live basis) and its main components arc shown in the table
below:

Average prices received for
cattle and calves sold under Total return for cattle and

voluntary deliveries1Year voluntary del calves sold under all forms

Heifers and of deliveriesCows Calves
steers

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

9.75
9.80
9.85
9.37
9.03
9.83

11.36
11.67
12.07
12.02
12.95
13.62

14.07
14.14
14.14
14. 11
14.20
14.31

10.1
10.5
10.7
10.2
10.3
10.9

1Weighted average prices
delivered under contracts and

received for
at so-called

cows, calves, heifers and steers
market prices.

(iv) Inventory and costs of aids and
....Il -

subsidies of everytype

No subsidies having a direct incidence on producer's return exist in Poland.
However, farmers are provided with loans for purchases of stock cattle. The loans
are also granted for construction of cattle sheds and silos.

State assistance for quality improvement of the cattle population is confined
to the maintenance of veterinary services and insemination or coition stations.
All these services are provided against payment.
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(v) Total quantity and value of production

and veal production in
of dead weighty):

Poland in

1Exports of live cattle for

recent years was as follows (in

slaughter included.

2Provisional data.

(vi) Import régime

No measures of protection at the frontier exist in Poland in respect of
commercial imports and exports.

Imports are governed by plans which are flexible enough to enable purchases
of certain products which could not have been foreseen earlier but appeared to be
necessary later to meet actual market requirements.2

II. Incidence on meat production of policies on cereals and dairy products

(i) Use of cereals for fattening of cattle

Cattle raising in Poland is not intensive. Livestock is fed first of all on
pastures and on fodder obtained from the farm itself. The quantities of foodstuffs
purchased by the producer from the outside are small and for this reason the
statistical data concerning sales of foodstuffs give no proper indication as to
the use of different kinds of cereals and other feeds.

1The foreign trade plans (imports and exports) constitute a part of the so-
called National Economic Plan. They are elaborated on the basis of estimated
balances of production and consumption.

2For example, the great part of frozen beef was imported in recent years as
a result of a revision of import plans.

Beef
'000 tons

Year Beef I Veal

1960 235.5 1 98.2
1961 251.5 88.4
1962 305.7 89.5
1963 358.41 85.0
19642 380.3 8.16
1965 535.7 1 87.0
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(ii) Ratio between cereal prices and cattle prices

At the present time intensively fed cattle are produced. in Poland only on a
very limited, and still experimental, scale. Therefore, a precise answer to the
question cannot be given.

Theoretically, for the purpose of comparisons with fodder prices, the
effective prices which producers receive for cattle sold under contracts or at
so-called market prices in recent years might be taken into consideration.
However, it has to be kept in mind, in the light of previous explanations, that
market prices of feeds have a very slight influence on producers' decisions in
respect of cattle raising, his own production of feed being the decisive element
in the whole calculation.

Because mash and grinding grains are most commonly bought by cattle producers
in view to complete their own feed supply, these prices are listed in the table
below:

Prices Paid for Cattle Within the System of Voluntary
Deliveries ad Retail Prices of Concentrated Feeds

in 1960-1965 in Zlotysperkilogramme

Average prices received
for heifers, steers and Retail prices of concentrated foodstuffs

calves sold underYear
voluntary deliveries Mash Grinding Grains

For cattle For calves rye wheat
Heifers and Calves bran bran

steers

1960 14.07 11.36 2.20 2.60
1961 14.14 11.67 2.60 2.80 2A.10 2.30
1962 14.14 12.01 2.60 2.80 2.10 2.30
1963 111.11 12.02 2.60 2.80 2.10 2 30
1964 14.20 - 12.95 2.60 2.80 2.10 2.30

965 ~14,31 : 13.62 2 : U:8o 51965 14c 3 13.62__* 28 .3.00 2.70 2.85

1See the footnote at page 3 under tho table illustrating producers' returns.
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(iii) Producers' returns for milk

Total producers' returns for, milk and milk products sold in the years
1960-1965 were as follows (in zlotys per kilogramme):

1960
1961
1962

2.44
2.37
2.39

1963
1964
1965

2.50
2.61
2 .65

(iv) Evolution of ratio between the prices of fat cattle, liveweight,
and milk prices

As pointed out under point (ii) above, for the purpose of comparison, the
average prices of young cattle and calves received for voluntary deliveries have
been used.

Average prices received for
heifers, steers and calves

sold under voluntary Average prices received
for milk and milk Ratio

Year deliveries
_________________ products (in terms 2:4 3:4

Heifers and Calves of milk)
steers

1960 14,07 11..36 2.4-4 5.76 4.65
1961 14.14 11.67 2.37 5.96 4.92
1962 14.14 1.2.01 2.39 5.92 5.02
1963 14.11 12 .02 2.50 5.64 4.81
1964 14.20 12.95 1 2.61 5.44 4.96
1965 14.31 13.62 { 2.65 5.40 5.14

1See the footnote at page 3 under the table illustrating producers' returns.

(v) Estimated quantity and value of beef and veal production from dairy
herds

The share of young cattle raised for slaughter in total State purchases of
cattle has steadily increased for the last few years. Most probably this trend
will be maintained in the future. In these circumstances it is natural that beef
output originating from young cattle has been steadily growing, and its share in
total beef output increased by several percentage points in the last six years.
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Beef production from cows withdrawn from milk production amounts to
34 per cent of total beef output.

State purchases Purchases of
of cattle Share of young cattle Share of

Year young Beefoutput in terms of young
Total Young cattle meat weight cattle

1('000 tons live weight) (i,('000 tons meat weight) %

1960 418.6 174.8 41.8 235.5 85.3 36.2
1961 448.7 214.7 47.8 251.5 102.8 40.9
1962 548.8 292.8 53.3 305.7 141.1 46.1
1963 649.6 357.3 55.0 358.4 175.4 48.9
1964 695.3 395.3 56.8 380. 193.3 50.8
1965 6oo.o 359.4 59.9 ! 335-7 172.0 51.2

Note: Data above do not include calves and veal.

(vi) Comparative evolution of dairy herd andbeef herd

As previously explained, the only comparison possible is that between cows
and the total cattle population.

Note: June census.

III. Internal prices

(i) Wholesale prices
(ii) Retail prices
(iii) Costs of marketing

Production and distribution of beef and veal fall within the competence of the
meat industry, which delivers meat and meat products to the retail trade at retail
prices less the commercial margin, The commercial margin for meat amounts to
6.5 per cent of the retail price and that for fat, canned moat, sausages and other
meat products to 5.7 per cent.

Cattle and calves * Share of cows
Year population Index Cowpopulation Index inthe total('000head)('000 head) population

1960 8,695.1 100.0 5,884.7 100.0 67.7.
1961 9,168.1 105.4 5,915.4 100.5 64.5
1962 9,589.1 110..3 6,022.4 102.3 62.8
1963 9,841.4 113.3 6,070.3 103.1 .61.7
1964 9,939.7 1141.3 6,013.1 102.2 60.5
1965 9,947.2 114.4 5,920.3 100.6 59.5
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The margin covers marketing costs at the retail level. The difference
between the margin and the marketing costs represents the profit of the retail trade.

Retail prices in State and co-operative shops are unified throughout Poland
and they have not been changed since 1959 (apart from the introduction of two new
sorts of meat cuts).

Unboned beef represents the average quality of beef, generally traded in
Poland. Its retail price is 26 zlotys per kilogramme, compared with 36 zlotys
per kilogramme for boned beef.

Unboned veal costs 36 zlotys per kilogramme and boned veal 40 zlotys.

Some quantities of beef and veal arb sold by producers directly to consumers
under free market transactions (principally on market places).

(iv) Charges on wholesale and retail sales of meat

No excise duties or sales taxes are levied on sales of moat in Poland.

IV. International prices

(i) Information on levels of international prices

Statistical data on export prices of different sorts of moat in various forms
of presentation have been collected only since the fourth quarter of 1964.

AverageQuarterly Prices Realized in Exports to Italy
andthe Federal Republic of Germany

(in dollars per ton on f,o.b. basis)

Product and 1964 1965
country of Yearly IV quarter Yearly I I III v
destination average average average average

Germany, Fed.

heifers

and steers 777.4 807.7 906.0 895.8 857.8 905.7
Italy
heifers
and steers 852.5 860.3 1,013.0 849.5 1,001.1 881.2 1,013.0
hind quar- 1
ters chilled 958 .2 8953.0 945.7 902.2 1,019.5 862.01 945*7

(ii) Dataon conditions of rice formation

Poland has exported live cattle for slaughter and fresh or chilled beef.
Therefore, European countries have constituted Poland's main markets, her trade
in these products being of a regional character. 'Me greatest part of exports
was directed in the past to the member countries of the Common Market (principally
Italy). Other important outlets wore Austria and, recently, the United Kingdom.
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Since the introduction of the Common Market Agriculture Policy for beef and
cattle the whole system of protection at the frontier has been directly connected
with internal prices in the importing member countries. Thus, these prices have
become decisive for exporters who have to refrain from sales when they are no
longer profitable as a result of the heavy incidence of combined duties and levies.

Because of her geographical position in the centre of Europe, and because she
has all necessary conditions for cattle raising for slaughter, Poland can deliver
live cattle or fresh beef and veal to the European markets where the demand for
this kind of meat is supposed to increase at a high rate. Consequently, Poland is
interested in the stabilization of conditions in international or regional trade
in meat. Therefore, if it is decided that international prices to be observed in
meat trade might provide some kind of solution to this problem, Poland would be
ready to-participate-in discussions concerning this aspect of an international
agreement and to accept eventually the necessary commitments in this respect.

However, Poland does not consider -that any future agreement might be based on
a single price for all qualities and forms of presentation and,therefore, she
wishes to point out that the element of price differentiation has to be duly taken
into consideration.

Poland has all the legal and institutional means to observe the prices agreed
upon.

(iii) Concrete data on export subsidies

There are no export subsidies of any kind.

(iv) Information on stocking capacities

Meat chilled or frozen is stored partly in special cold.-storage space provided
by slaughter houses, but principally in cold-storage plants where different food
products, including meat, are kept. It would be difficult to indicate the
aggregate cold-storage capacity for meat since it is provided according to actual
need.

An important investment programme provides for the expansion of cold-storage
capacities in Poland in general.

V. Bilateral agreement. .

Poland does not belong to any long or short-term agreements on the division
of importing markets between exporters nor to such agreements by virtue of which
Poland would get guaranteed access to importing markets for fixed quantities of
cattle or meat.
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Poland has concluded a few bilateral agreements which in the lists of
imported and exported products include cattle and beef. These quotas, however,
do not constitute any commitment on the part of importing countries to purchase
Polish products. On the contrary, they limit Polish export possibilities. This
is specially true in the case of Common Market countries, where the possibilities
to utilize quotas on livestock and meat do not depend on the exporter and
therefore these quotas have proved to be often of a fictitious character.

VI. Production, consumption and exports of meat

Beef and Veal Production

('000 tons dead weight)

Consumption of Beef and Veal

Total
Year beef and All kinds Beef Veal

veal con- of meat
sumption per capita

'000 tons _ kilos

1960 42.5
1961 289.2 45.2 7.0 2.7
1962 326.9 45.8 8.2 2.6
1963 403.3 46.3 10.7 2.5
1964 430.9 47.2 11.4 2.4
1965 368.0 49.1 9.2 2.5
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Polish Foreign Trade in Cattle and Meat

('000 tons dead weight)

Year Imports Exports Exports
Beef Beef and Veal Cattle and Calves Total

1960 35O0 -. 1.35 10.2 11.5
1961 26 20.9 5.. 26.2
1962 1.8 30.0 8.8 358.8
19635 16.4 17.8 8.7 26.5
1964 11.9 15.7 12.35 28.0
19651 1.3 21.6 16.4 358.0

Provisional data

It is estimated that beef
620 thousand tons in 1970.

and veal production will reach 570 to

VII. Evolution of consumption

According to estimates, total beef and veal consumption will increase to
590 thousand tons in 1970 and per capita consumption to about 15.5 kilogrammes.
Per capita consumption of all kinds of meat is supposed to amount to
55 kilogrammes in that year.

In 1964 persons employed in socialized enterprises and their families spent
10.8 per cent of their income on meat and meat products. The income elasticity
of demand for meat was about one, but in the coming years it may be somewhat lower.

VIII. sanitary or veterinary regulations affecting the level of beef imports

There are no regulations affecting the level of beef imports. The
regulations in force concerning cattle and meat imports comply with the provisions
of international veterinary conventions (Paris and Geneva.), of which Poland is a
member.

Bilateral agreements based on the above-mentioned conventions have been
concluded between certain countries and Poland.

IX. Import policies for live cattle

There are no imports of cattle for slaughter.
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Annex 1

Price List of Cattle and Calves
Bought for Slaughter

Deliveries"
Category Description Obligatory

under so-called
contracts* market prices

Cows and oxen
I. well fleshed 6.20 14.40
II. meat type fattened 5.40 12.30
III. meat type 4.0 .10.30
IV. meagre type 3.00 6.00

Heifers and steers of more
than 200 kgs. weight

I. well fleshed 6.60 14.50
II. meat type 5.60 12.20
III. meagre type 3.40 7.00

Heifers and steers of more
than 2505gs. weight

I. well fleshed 16.0o
II. meat type 13.70

Heifers and steers, well
fleshed of more than
400 kgs. weg 19.00

Young cattle of up to 200 kgs.
weight,

I. well fleshed 4.30 11.70 9.50
II. meat type 3.70 10.70 8.50
III. meagre type 2.70 4.00

Young bulls of 200-300 kgss.
weight

I. well fleshed 5.10 16.00** 12.50
II. meat type 3 70 13e70' 9.00
III. meagre type 3.00 6.00
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Deliveries

Category Description Obligatory
under so-called

IlI contracts* market pricesL .. .. I.. .

Bulls of more than
U0 cs. weight

well fleshed
meat type
meagre type

Bulls well fleshed of more
than 450 kgs. weight

Bulls of more than 400 kgs.
weight
well fleshed
meat type

Cross-breds of more than
300 kgs. weight
well fleshed
meat type

Calves
well fleshed
gross
well fleshed
gross weight
well fleshed
gross weight
meat type
meagre type

of more thee. 80 kgs,

of more than 60 kgs.

of more than 50 kgs.

5.80
4.00
3.00

10.00

6.50

5,80
5.20
I8.50

20.00

18.00
15.70

18.00
15.70

13.50
10.00
6.00

19.00

14.50

11.50
9.00

6.oo

The prices indicated in the price list are paid in the periods
January-April and September-December. The prices paid for the first category of
livestock are increased by 1 zloty per kilogramme in the period May-August and
by 2 zlotys per kilogramme in the months June and July.

A*
Bulls of more than 250 kgs. weight

Calves of the category extra are being purchased only regions where the
demand for liquid milk for consumption is not considered to be high.

I.
II.
III.

Is
II.

I.
II.

Extra

I.

II.

III.
IV.


